Let it be known that the 2020-2021 Winter Ango has begun. Let us keep our practice in front of us at all times.

On the First Day of Ango in 1245, Dogen Zenji said:

"During each practice period, make each moment the top of your head. Don't regard this as the beginning. Don't regard it as going beyond. Even if you see it as the beginning, kick it away. Even if you see it as going beyond, stomp it on. Then you are not bound by beginning or going beyond.

The following people have registered and entered the 2020-2021 Winter Ango of Village Zendo, Dotokuji:

- Roshi Enkyo O’Hara, Abbot
- Roshi Joshin O’Hara
- Roshi Ryuan Egger
- Roshi Shinya Thomson
- Sensei Myeko Terestman
- Sensei Kaku Gann
- Shoko Kajin Heath
- Shoko Joren Drury
- Kohyo Taplay
- Juzo Ishida
- Yetaro Carimoato
- Ryojin Kolamek
- Daietsu Koeber
- Senso Theze
- Seicho Fleischman
- Seizan Ewing
- Paul Abraham
- Makoto Ameno
- Anjo Anokata
- Taa Angangwu
- Yosan Anghbe
- Koyoa Amazowitz
- Tendo Aver
- Rysan Barista
- Brandon Barnett
- Susan Bereen
- Shago Berman
- Jyoun Biggis
- Robert Black
- Himo Brooks
- Rande Brown
- Irene Chen
- Enami Cigalliano
- Mokan Clayton
- Louise Conlin
- Acan Cox
- Koko Cram
- Joyo Davis
- Doutx DeChant
- Minnji Deosth
- Barry Deny
- Philip DiSerbo
- Adrienne Delloberry
- Kyoshon Dulfer
- Jim Emerson
- Daniel Fischer
- Ara Fitzgerald
- Bonnie Friedman
- Linda Friedman
- Monshin Friedman Lockhart
- Sensi Genso Gallagher
- Gillis Gilkis
- Anne Goodale
- Kakaho Grosell
- Selgien Hanson
- Adam Harrissvoy Levy
- Karen Harvey
- Shiloko Haynes
- Toren Higgston
- Teilo Hovoor
- Sotetsu Huff
- Mitsuji Ichikawa
- Romi Jinch
- Eileen Jones
- Eiko Jyakuen
- JiGan Kaplan
- MiGKo Keister
- Howard Thoresen
- Elieen Jones
- Torei Steiner
- Myoko Trauran
- Renton Thomas
- Steven Thomas
- Elizabeth Twohig
- Amanda Towner
- Shusei Saw
- Shokai Senghas
- JoAnn Shapiro
- Deborah Sherman
- Muki Smith
- Rinho Solomon
- Kyoshon Solomon
- Kim Servig
- Anyo Sprinkle
- Taiyo Steiner
- Mygnaestia Swann
- Shizen Watanbe
- Tatsumi Thomas
- Howard Thoreon
- Saxon van Buskirk
- Soizan Walanga
- Charles Watts
- Carolyn Weisz
- Charlie Watts
- Shigeo Weisz
- Angela Zito